Biomarker feedback intervention for smoking cessation among Alaska Native pregnant women: Randomized pilot study
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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

Objectives: There is some evidence for biomarker feedback when combined with cessation counseling for reducing smoking in pregnancy. This randomized controlled pilot study evaluated feasibility and potential efficacy of a social-cognitive theory (SCT)-based biomarker feedback intervention among pregnant Alaska Native (AN) smokers.

Methods: Participants were randomly assigned to receive three study calls (10–20 min each): (1) biomarker feedback intervention (n = 30) including personalized cotinine results and feedback on their baby’s likely exposure to carcinogen metabolite NNAL, or (2) contact control usual care condition based on the 5As (n = 30). Assessments were conducted at baseline, post-treatment, and delivery.

Results: High rates of treatment compliance, study retention, and treatment acceptability were observed in both groups. 7-day point prevalence smoking abstinence rates at delivery verified with urinary cotinine were the same in both study groups (20% intent-to-treat analysis, 26% per-protocol). SCT-based measures did not change differentially from baseline by study group.

Conclusion: This trial supports the feasibility and acceptability of providing biomarker feedback within the clinical care delivery system, but the intervention did not promote increased smoking cessation during pregnancy compared to usual care.

Practice Implications: Efforts are needed to promote the usual care and to develop alternative biomarker feedback messaging for pregnant AN women.

© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Cigarette smoking during pregnancy is a major public health problem, with documented adverse effects on maternal, fetal, and infant health [1–3]. Among U.S. women who delivered a live birth in 2010, 11% reported smoking during the last three months of pregnancy with the highest prevalence of 26% among American Indian/Alaska Native (AI/AN) females [4]. Recent nationally representative estimates of smoking in pregnancy (at 3–5 months gestation) are 14–26%, but prevalence was not reported for AI/AN women [5,6]. Among Alaskans, smoking prevalence during pregnancy is 36% for AN women versus 13% for non-Native women [7].

Substantial progress has been made with evidence-based interventions for pregnant cigarette smokers [8,9]. The 2017 Cochrane review [8] included 77 trials involving 29,000 pregnant smokers and found that counseling interventions such as motivational interviewing were more effective than usual care.
Six trials evaluated biomarker feedback interventions where the mother was provided with information about the fetal health status derived from ultrasound monitoring, maternal expired air carbon monoxide, or urine cotinine measurements. Providing biomarker feedback was effective only when combined with cessation counseling and compared to usual care (e.g., 15% vs. 4% in the Cope et al. [10] study).

Only one published study focused on Al/AN pregnant women [8,11,12], a pilot trial in rural Alaska using a culturally adapted 5A’s counseling intervention [13]. The intervention had low reach and was not effective in promoting tobacco cessation. Program feedback suggested women desired “objective” information on tobacco harms for babies.

The **Biomarker Feedback to Motivate Tobacco Cessation in Pregnant Alaska Native Women** (MAW) study includes three research phases that incorporate feedback on infant exposure to 4-((methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanol (NNAL) for prenatal smoking cessation. NNAL is a major metabolite of 4-((methylnitrosamino)-1-(3-pyridyl)-1-butanol (NNK), the main tobacco specific nitrosamine in tobacco and a potent carcinogen thought to contribute to lung and pancreatic cancer [14,15]. Phase 1 demonstrated a strong correlation between maternal smoking and maternal urine cotinine concentration and neonatal exposure to NNAL [16]. Phase 2 qualitatively assessed application and acceptability of information derived from Phase 1 to develop the intervention [17]. AN women and partners/family members preferred general information about fetal exposure to carcinogens combined with individual cotinine testing to motivate smoking cessation [17].

The current pilot randomized, controlled trial (Phase 3) evaluated feasibility and efficacy of a social cognitive theory (SCT)-based biomarker feedback intervention for smoking cessation among pregnant AN women. The intervention’s conceptual basis was SCT because of the role of perceived disease risk or harm potential in behavior change [18], along with self-efficacy or confidence to change, and the expectation that changes lead to reduced risk (ie, response efficacy) [18,19]. We hypothesized the intervention would be feasible and result in a higher biochemically verified smoking abstinence rate at delivery than the control condition. We also expected SCT-based variables would show differential change from baseline with the intervention compared to the control condition.

### 2. Methods

Building on a successful research partnership between Mayo Clinic and the Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium (ANTHC) and Southcentral Foundation (SCF), the study received approval by the Alaska Area and Mayo Clinic Institutional Review Boards, as well as the ANTHC and SCF boards of directors. A community advisory board was formed for all MAW study phases [16]. The trial was registered with clinicaltrials.gov (NCT 02431611).

#### 2.1. Participants

The targeted sample size was 60 participants based on recommendations for Stage I behavioral addictions treatment development [20–23]. While the study was not adequately powered to detect significant treatment differences on smoking abstinence, our goal was to obtain effect size estimates for planning a definitive trial. A doubling of the abstinence rate for the intervention vs. control condition at the end of pregnancy (ie, delivery assessment) was considered to be of clinical significance and warrant proceeding to a Stage II efficacy trial [24].

We conducted the study in Anchorage, enrolling AN women receiving prenatal care at the SCF Primary Care Center (PCC) between March 2015 and July 2016. Recruitment flyers were available in clinics and distributed to providers. After updating tobacco use status in the medical record, clinic medical assistants asked smokers about their interest in speaking with research staff about the study. Research staff approached interested women before or after their prenatal care appointment to provide information.

Research staff conducted screening in person or by telephone to determine eligibility: (1) AN woman eligible for care at SCF PCC, (2) aged ≥18 years, (3) willing to provide written informed consent, (4) currently pregnant (<28 weeks gestation with a singleton pregnancy), (5) resided in Anchorage, (6) planned to deliver at the Alaska Native Medical Center (ANMC), (7) current smoker (any cigarettes smoked during the past seven days), and (8) willing to enroll into the SCF clinical “Quit Tobacco Program” (QTP). Participants could use other forms of tobacco if cigarettes were the primary tobacco used. Exclusionary criteria were: (1) use of nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) or other medications or behavioral treatment for tobacco cessation within the past 30 days, and (2) another woman from the same household had enrolled. To account for varying levels of readiness to quit, setting a quit date was not required; this differed from current SCF QTP standard of care. Women ineligible or not interested were offered tobacco cessation information.

#### 2.2. Procedures

We used a two-arm, parallel groups, randomized controlled design. Sixty participants were randomized with 1:1 allocation to the biomarker feedback intervention or contact control condition. Prior to the trial, the study statistician generated the random allocation sequence based on the stratification variable of readiness to quit (low, medium/high). Participants completed baseline assessments before being informed of their study assignment. To enhance sustainability and external validity, both study treatments were incorporated within the existing clinical care delivery system and conducted by SCF counselors. Research staff administered interview-based assessments in-person or by phone at baseline, one week post-treatment (week 5), and at the time of delivery before hospital discharge. Urine specimens were collected at baseline and delivery. At each assessment, participants received a $25 gift card for their time.

#### 2.3. Treatments

##### 2.3.1. Treatment components common to both study groups

Participants were enrolled into the SCF QTP, the program offered to AN people living in the Anchorage area. Counselors provide proactive one-on-one counseling phone calls, supportive follow-up calls, quit guide booklet and educational flyers on risks of smoking and benefits of quitting during pregnancy, and access to NRT. Based on evidence-based 5 A’s [9] counselors: (1) ask about tobacco use, (2) provide advice to quit emphasizing that no amount of smoking is safe during pregnancy, (3) assess readiness to set a quit date using motivational interviewing, (4) assist with quitting using behavioral and problem-solving strategies, and (5) arrange follow-up.

Prior to this study, QTP enrollees were required to set a quit date with the first counseling call set for the week of the quit date (ie, week 1), and then at weeks 2 and 3. Follow-up counseling calls are conducted at weeks 6, 12, 26, and for up to 1 year after enrollment. For this study, participants were not required to set a quit date, thus we modified the QTP contact schedule. Three study calls lasting approximately 10–20 min each occurred at weeks 2, 3, and 4 after QTP enrollment, allowing for cotinine results to be available for the first counseling session for those assigned to the biomarker.
feedback condition. No incentives were offered for call completion. After receiving the three study calls, all participants were encouraged to remain in the QTP to continue receiving the standard of care follow-up calls.

2.3.2. Control condition

Participants were mailed a generic welcome letter and brochure on smoking risks while pregnant. During the three study calls, the QTP counselor delivered the standard of care (described above) without providing individual cotinine results or any additional treatment.

2.3.3. Biomarker feedback intervention

Participants were mailed a welcome letter informing them they would receive their cotinine test results during the first study call. They also received the brochure developed in Phase 2 [17] to help describe the cotinine results. The factual-based brochure graphically illustrated the correlation between maternal urine cotinine concentrations and neonatal urine NNAL levels (Phase 1 findings [16]) to provide feedback on their baby’s likely exposure to NNAL. During the three study calls, as part of the 5A’s, the QTP counselor reviewed the biomarker data and emphasized tobacco exposure risks to mother and baby, using motivational interviewing [25]. The participant was asked to discuss her interpretation of her personalized cotinine results relative to the generalized infant urine NNAL results including assessment of her thoughts, feelings, and reactions to the information and perceived impact on current cigarette use (counselor manual is provided as supplemental item S1). Based on SCT, counselors provided risk exposure information and reinforced behavior change by providing information on how smoking cessation will reduce harmful consequences. To enhance self-efficacy, counselors assisted participants to set short term goals (e.g., reducing exposure to second hand smoke) within the context of her broader values and goals (e.g., healthy baby, healthy family).

2.3.4. Counselors, training, and treatment fidelity

Three QTP counselors (certified tobacco treatment specialists) were trained to conduct the three study calls; two conducted the biomarker feedback and one conducted the control treatment. The intervention and control group calls were delivered by separate counselors to enhance fidelity and minimize potential for cross-treatment contamination.

All QTP counselors (whether or not they conducted study calls) received four hours of training on site in Alaska by the study team including: study background and overview, refresher training in motivational interviewing, and updates on tobacco use among pregnant AN women and recommended guidelines for NRT use during pregnancy. Four additional hours of training were conducted by telephone with the two intervention counselors consisting of information and assigned readings on biomarkers of tobacco exposure (cotinine, NNAL) and SCT, role-plays, and mock phone sessions.

A counselor manual for each condition guided delivery of study calls. Test calls were done to assess proficiency and certify study counselors. To assess treatment fidelity, 10% of the early, middle, and late treatment sessions were selected randomly and reviewed by study staff who listened in on these calls and documented intended treatment components delivered [26]. Counselor adherence was 94% for the intervention and 98% for the control condition.

2.4. Measures

2.4.1. Baseline characteristics

Baseline assessments documented age, marital status, education, spouse/partner smoking status, and use of other tobacco or nicotine products, as well as the Fagerström Test for Cigarette Dependence [27] and Contemplation Ladder (readiness to quit) [28] scores.

2.4.2. Feasibility

Recruitment data included number of potential participants screened and excluded. Study retention was based on proportion of participants completing the delivery assessment including providing a urine sample for cotinine analysis. Completion of study counseling calls and duration was recorded by QTP counselors, with treatment adherence defined as completing three study calls. At week 5, participants completed treatment acceptability items [13] (e.g., if they would recommend the program to other women, perceived program helpfulness for quitting smoking), with 4-point Likert-type response options. Biomarker feedback participants were additionally asked to rate the perceived helpfulness of each intervention component.

2.4.3. Smoking status

Seven-day point-prevalence, self-reported cigarette smoking status was obtained at week 5 and at delivery [9]. Urinary cotinine was used to verify self-reported smoking status at delivery [29], through analysis at the Alaska State Public Health Laboratory using liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC/MS/MS) [30]. Participants self-reporting no cigarette smoking (not even a puff) in the last seven days verified with urinary cotinine concentration <50 ng/mL were classified as non-smokers [29,31]. Follow-up assessments documented concomitant NRT smoking cessation medication use, smokeless tobacco (ST), and electronic cigarette use.

2.4.4. SCT-based measures

At baseline and week 5, we used validated measures to assess self-efficacy to quit smoking [32], internalized motivation to quit [33,34], perceived risk of self and baby for developing lung cancer [35], and response efficacy [35,36].

2.5. Statistical methods

To assess the adequacy of the randomization, baseline demographics were compared between study groups using the chi-square (exact) test for categorical and two-sample t-test for continuous variables. We used the chi-square test to compare the proportion of assessment completion, treatment adherence, setting a quit date, and treatment acceptability items between study groups. Two sample t-tests compared study groups on counseling call duration. The chi-square test examined the proportion of participants abstinent from smoking at week 5 and at delivery based on: (1) intent-to-treat (ITT) analysis of all randomized participants (n=30 per study group), and (2) per-protocol analysis of only participants completing delivery assessments (n=23 per group). Participants missing data on self-reported smoking status or not providing a urine sample were classified as smoking [29,31]. For SCT-based measures, the two-sample t-test compared study conditions on mean baseline score. Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) assessed changes in these measures; the week 5 assessment was the dependent variable and treatment group and the baseline assessment were independent variables. All analyses used two-sided tests with p < .05 denoting statistical significance.

3. Results

3.1. Participants

Smoking status was assessed for 969 women scheduled for a prenatal care visit; 612 were non-smokers. Of the 357 smokers
approached, 90 expressed interest, and 60 were eligible and enrolled (see Fig. 1).

3.1.1. Baseline characteristics
Study groups were comparable at baseline except more control participants were married/partnered (41% vs. 17%, p = .05) (Table 1). None reported ST use; 3% in each study group reported use of electronic cigarettes.

3.1.2. Feasibility
Fig. 1 illustrates study flow. All three counseling calls were completed by 80% of participants in both study groups. For intervention participants, mean duration in minutes (standard deviation, range) for the three calls was: (1) 15.4 [4.0, 6–24]; (2) 11.4 [8.7, 5–46]; and (3) 9.5 [4.1, 5–18]. For control participants, call duration was: (1) 14.9 [5.9, 5–34]; (2) 14.2 [6.3, 4–35]; and (3) 11.6 [5.2, 4–23] (all p > .05).

For both conditions, the week 5 assessment was completed by 80% of participants and the delivery assessment was completed by 77%. Reasons for attrition were early miscarriage, withdrawal from the study, and losses to follow-up (refused or unable to contact). Treatment acceptability was high with 87% of intervention and 71% of controls indicating they would definitely recommend the program (p = .29), and 62% of intervention and 79% of controls reported the program was very helpful (p = .20). Biomarker feedback participants rated intervention components as highly acceptable (supplemental item S2).

3.1.3. Smoking status
The proportion setting a quit date was significantly (p = .04) higher for biomarker feedback than control participants (87% vs. 63%). However, there were no significant differences detected between study groups at week 5 for self-reported quit attempt or smoking abstinence based on per protocol or intent-to-treat analyses (Table 2). At delivery, biochemically confirmed smoking abstinence rates were the same in both study groups (20% based on ITT; 26% based on per-protocol analysis). NRT use was reported by 3% of participants in each study group at week 5 and at delivery; these participants self-reported smoking. None reported use of other smoking cessation medications, ST, or electronic cigarette use at either time point.

3.1.4. SCT-based measures
No theory-based variables changed differentially with the intervention; all (p > .05) (Table 3). In post-hoc analyses, we examined if perceived risk was a mechanism for lack of benefit of the intervention using logistic regression (adjusting for study group). Week 5 lung cancer risk perception scores for self or baby were not significantly associated with biochemically verified smoking abstinence at week 5 or at delivery. We also addressed whether women smoking fewer cigarettes per day post-intervention reported less risk perceptions using linear regression adjusting for study group. At week 5, greater number of cigarettes smoked per day was associated with increased risk perception scores for self (p = .02), but not for baby.

---

**Completed Screening for Eligibility (n=90)**

**Excluded (n=30)**
- Not meeting eligibility criteria: Not Alaska Native (n=4)
- Not interested/unable to contact (n=26)

**Randomized (n=60)**

**Completed post-treatment (week 5) assessment (n=24; 80%)**

**Completed delivery assessment (n=23; 77%)**

**Smoking status outcome**
- Per protocol (n=23)
- Intent-to-treat (n=30)

**Allocation**

**Completed counseling calls**
- Biomarker feedback group (n=30)
  - 0 calls: 17%
  - 1 call only: 0%
  - 2 calls only: 3%
  - All 3 calls: 80%

**Completed counseling calls**
- Control group (n=30)
  - 0 calls: 20%
  - 1 call only: 0%
  - 2 calls only: 0%
  - All 3 calls: 80%

**Follow-Up**

**Analysis**

**Fig. 1.** Participant flow.
important gaps in the field on tobacco treatment for AI/AN pregnant women [11,12]. Moreover, no prior work has presented information on fetal NNAL exposure for biomarker feedback among pregnant women [8].

Strengths of our intervention and study design are that biomarker feedback information was presented along with cessation counseling and compared to usual care. Smoking abstinence rates at delivery for both study groups compare favorably to cessation rates reported in the Cochrane review [8]. Psychosocial interventions were effective when compared to usual care, with biochemically verified smoking abstinence rates of 10%
vs. 8% respectively (14% vs. 11% in trials that used self-report or biochemical verification). One explanation for the high abstinence rate in our control condition is that it may be more intensive than most “usual care” comparisons that only provide information on the risks of smoking in pregnancy and brief advice to quit [8]. In contrast, our control condition, representative of the current clinical care delivery system, included 5A’s counseling with repeated contacts.

It is not possible to obtain urine NNAL concentrations in the fetus. We were only able to provide the mother with generalized feedback on the newborn’s likely exposure to NNAL based on her urine cotinine results, which may have been less effective at helping her to understand the risks of smoking during pregnancy.

None of the theory-based measures changed differentially in the intervention, and no descriptive trends were observed. Moreover, risk perceptions post-intervention were not associated with smoking abstinence. Alternative theories may better inform development of new approaches to convey NNAL risk information. It is also possible the messaging lacked salience [38] or may have had unintended effects through processes such as cognitive dissonance not measured in this study [39,40].

Our findings suggest efforts to promote reach and use of standard of care counseling for pregnant AN smokers are warranted as this clinical program is currently underutilized by pregnant AN women. Pacing the QTP in the SCF PCC increased program visibility, promoting referral. Incorporating clinic staff in the study recruitment process reinforced the need to assess tobacco status as a standard of care. Training QTP staff to conduct study treatments suggests future program modifications could be feasible and sustainable.

This study builds on long-standing community/research partnerships. Additional strengths include a biomarker feedback intervention developed with advice from pregnant AN women and community members, use of an experimental design, inclusion of a contact-control group, and well-specified treatments delivered with high fidelity. Having the intervention embedded within standard clinical care enhanced external validity and sustainability, and demonstrated high rates of study retention and treatment adherence in both groups, with biochemical verification of smoking abstinence.

Weaknesses of this study are the small sample size inherent in a Phase 1 treatment development [20–24] and the study was confined to one geographic region of Alaska, limiting generalizability [43]. All women were willing to enroll in a QTP and readiness to quit was high in this sample. It is possible differences were not detected between study groups because control women were already concerned about smoking effects on the fetus. To increase reach, future interventions may need to be tailored to the woman’s stage of change (readiness to quit).

Our results point to new directions for research. Studies are needed to evaluate alternative conceptual frameworks, messaging appeals, and delivery channels at both individual (pregnant and/or postpartum women) and population (community) levels for communicating risk information on fetal NNAL exposure such as using storytelling [37,41] which has been found to be culturally acceptable to AN people [42].

4.2. Conclusion

This pilot trial supports the feasibility and acceptability of providing biomarker feedback within the clinical care delivery system, but the intervention did not promote increased smoking cessation during pregnancy compared to usual care.

4.3. Practice implications

Clinically, our results demonstrate the importance of usual prenatal care that consistently assesses smoking status at every encounter, educates women on the effects of prenatal smoking, provides referral to smoking cessation programs embedded in the
prenatal clinic, and offers NRT to women expressing readiness to quit. In an era when health care costs increase dramatically with each additional test performed, our study demonstrates that simple improvements in usual care may prove to be less costly yet equally as effective as more sophisticated biometrics in reducing tobacco use in this population sector. Efforts are needed to promote reach and use of standard of care counseling for pregnant AN smokers, such as educating providers.
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